
When you deploy the Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator Suite to your sales leaders and extended team, you’re giving 
them a high-performance, highly-configurable Dynamic Pipeline Management solution. The result of knowing 
“What’s Changed” in your pipeline is higher win rates, better forecast accuracy, and greater CRM adoption. 

But all sales processes are not created equal. In addition to “What’s Changed” in your pipeline, you want to be 
able to provide innovative, insightful analysis and reporting on what matters most to your business – and deliver it 
seamlessly to those that depend on you for answers. That’s exactly what the Cloud9 Analyst Suite is for. 

Put The Power of Your Cloud9 Data Warehouse at Your Fingertips
Designed specifically for sales operations professionals, the Cloud9 Analyst Suite enables you to build and distribute 
custom reports and dashboards based on any Salesforce data in your Cloud9 data warehouse. This includes all 
objects – including custom objects – so you can perform in-depth analysis on more than just pipeline mechanics 
including leads stages, quotas, and customer demographics. 

The Cloud9 Analyst Suite includes: 

Cloud9 Report Builder –  A powerful Excel add-in designed for sales operations professionals that lets you create 
and share custom reports from the Cloud9 data warehouse.

Cloud9 Dashboard Administrator – Cloud9 Dashboard Administrator enables you to build meaningful, compelling, 
and mission-critical dashboards across any Salesforce objects or fields in your Cloud9 data warehouse.

Why “What’s Changed” Matters In Your Pipeline
Despite the wealth of out-of-the-box reports and dashboards, transactional CRM systems can only report on what 
is currently in the system. And it’s impossible to  know how deals are progressing or deteriorating –  and why – if 
you can’t compare your pipeline now against where it was a week ago. Or a month ago. Or yesterday morning. 
Or last quarter. 

The Cloud9 Analyst Suite is based on a patent-pending Change Analytics engine that creates a data warehouse 
on the fly and tracks “What’s Changed” across any and all objects – even custom objects – in Salesforce. It 
enables you to automatically perform trending, comparisons, and complex table relationships simply not possible 
in Salesforce to deliver the right level of information and insight sales executives need to close more deals faster.

 

Cloud9 Analyst Suite 
Powerful custom report and dashboard building solutions  
that span all Salesforce data in your Cloud9 data warehouse

“The pipeline might 
change by $1M from  
one week to the next  
and although that’s a big 
change, it used to take  
us hours to create and  
compare reports to 
find exactly what had 
changed. Now, Cloud9 
Pipeline Accelerator lays 
the answers right out  
for us – in a matter of 
seconds!”

Richard Guest,  
VP of Sales Operations,  
GENBAND 

On-Demand Dynamic Pipeline Management for Sales Teams



Cloud9 Report Builder
A key component of the Cloud9 Analyst Suite is Cloud9 Report Builder – delivered as an Excel add-in – providing 
you with unrestrained access to Cloud9’s on-demand “data warehouse in the cloud” that stores a complete history 
of everything that has changed in Salesforce.

With its unmatched capabilities, Cloud9 Report Builder lets you build complex data sets just not possible with 
Salesforce. So you can respond quickly to any ad-hoc reporting request from your sales team. Cloud9 Report 
Builder’s powerful visual report builder easily enables you to perform complex operations such as full multi-way and 
outer joins across your historical Salesforce data – including all custom fields and objects.

Additionally, Cloud9 Report Builder eliminates the need to build and manage a separate security model or maintain a 
data store outside of Salesforce for compliance purposes. Reports generated by Cloud9 Report Builder automatically 
inherit Salesforce’s role hierarchy, security model, and administrative settings such as currency, fiscal calendars, 
and more. Plus Cloud9 Report Builder enables you to create one report and publish to multiple Salesforce users, 
slashing your workload and time to value.

Cloud9 Dashboard Administrator
Most sales leaders like to see their data visually, and what better way to display critical pipeline data than through 
custom dashboards? Unlike the dashboard capabilities of Salesforce or other real-time reporting tools, the Cloud9 
Dashboard Administrator enables you to build multi-chart dashboards and securely deploy them over your Cloud9 
warehouse data. 

Also unlike Salesforce dashboards, the datasets underlying Cloud9 dashboards are built on historical data, making 
them powerful analytic tools for the entire sales team. And because you share dashboards by user and/or role, 
dashboard maintenance is a breeze and Cloud9 dashboards automatically resize as the browser window changes, 
eliminating manual configuration. 

Use Cloud9 Report Builder to quickly 
create ad-hoc reports across any field 

or object – even all custom objects – in 
Salesforce to show “What’s Changed.”



Start by creating a query – or choose one from your query library – and create a widget from a wide array of 
pre-defined widget types, including column, column point, line, pie, grid, and bubble charts. Drag and drop the 
widgets to create the dashboard and then publish them out to your users, where they appear as a tab within 
Salesforce. 

Be a Sales Team Hero 
The Cloud9 Analyst Suite is so powerful, sales executives will never look at you the same way again. Ad-hoc 
queries or reports? A snap. Custom reports and individualized dashboards? A breeze. Strategic investigation of 
emerging pipeline and sales process trends? Just a few clicks away. Go on. Be a sales team hero.  

Bottom Line
The Cloud9 Analyst Suite is designed for sales operations professionals to harness the power of their Cloud9 
data warehouse and deliver mission-critical reports and dashboards that Salesforce simply can’t. The result 
is unprecedented insight into sales pipeline mechanics that translates into more revenue. Plus less time spent 
reporting and more time spent understanding – anytime, anywhere.

Delivered on demand as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solutions requires 
no up-front IT investment and delivers tangible, actionable results in days, not weeks or months. So if you 
are not getting what you need out of Salesforce, Cloud9 is the presumptive close. For more information, go to  
www.cloud9analytics.com.  

 
  

Cloud9 Dashboard  
Administrator enables you to 

easily build custom dashboards 
based on any data in your 

Cloud9 data warehouse.
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For Sales Leaders:
Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator 
Suite

• Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator 

• Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator  
   Reports

• Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator    
   Solution Sets 

• Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator  
   Mobile 

For Sales Operations Power 
Users:
Cloud9 Analyst Suite

• Cloud9 Report Builder

• Cloud9 Dashboard  
   Administrator


